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This is a quilt that I made for my brother. It is Bonnie Hunter’s pattern called Smith Mountain Morning. I did adapt it and made piano key borders whereas her original pattern has triangles. I didn’t have enough scraps to make a scrappy one so I used a batik collection called Rockport from Timeless Treasures. At the end, members of the Hof guild had a show and share of her quilt patterns we had made there. We were taking a lot of photos. So sit back and relax and enjoy the show. Smith Mountain Morning quilt pattern by Bonnie Hunter. Visit quiltville.com.
shirttails ii and signed copies can be ordered from my website here while the previous days quilt scrappy trips was an easy breeze and a quick bundle of fun this class is more intense and mainly focuses on, yesterday i had the pleasure of attending a bonnie hunter smith mountain morning workshop at quilt beginnings in columbus as my birthday gift my best friend kare signed us up and paid for the workshop i wish you could all have a friend like her anyway we had a good time and here’s what i finished during the class, smith mountain morning june 13 2015 june 4 2015 by charisma horton in category ferns scrappy scrappy quilts stipple this is a bonnie hunter pattern its one i have always wanted to make but i cant ever decide which colors i want to use brenda sent hers to me for quilting its a wedding gift for her son, and i’m sure there will be more quilts i’ve made of her patterns on day two of bonnie’s trip to holton she gave a class for smith mountain morning this was not a quilt i was particularly interested in but since we have been doing pointy stars for our block of the month at holton’s quilting on the square it was the one chosen, scrappy quilts star quilts red and white quilts star quilt patterns bonnie hunter quilting projects quilting designs quilt making tennessee waltz made using bonnie hunter’s smith mountain morning love how she extended the pattern into the border, smith mountain morning is from my book scraps amp shirttails ii published in 2010 still in print and still going strong i have taught this workshop 100s of times and i never tire of it bonnie i think scrap quilt patterns will always be popular i am trying to downsize my quilt magazines and the ones i don’t want to part with are the, have your
quilt and carry it too cart your quilting fabric books groceries and more in this sturdy and spacious bag that will become your new go to carryall it features the smith mountain morning quilt from scrap amp shirttails by internationally known and well loved scrap quilter bonnie k hunter, this quilt was made with bonnie hunters smith mountain morning pattern the quilt was machine pieced and machine quilted it measures 71 by 80 inches pamela reported i dont remember but i believe the quilt was labeled, this quilt pattern was so much fun to make i don t like cutting the fabric and that was even fun fancy forrest for my niece s son hudson will find out after he is born if it stays that he is due the beginning of june this is a smith mountain morning quilt that i made for my son kyle out of his bdu s that he wore while in iraq, busy day in a smith mountain morning workshop from my book scraps amp shirttails ii hosted by the forsyth piecers amp quilters of winston salem nc thanks for the fun day everyone i certainly enjoyed my time being local to top it off i arrived home to the smell of bread baking in the bread maker thanks to my husband, friday finish smith mountain morning wonderful quilt jo and i believe that also about binding frames the quilt bonnies patterns are great you did a beautiful job of quilting kwiltnkats june 13 2014 at 10 05 am i keep forgetting how badly i want to make this quilt i must get the book out and keep the pages open to remind me, smith mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars this
pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii which may be purchased from my website at quiltville.com. My only focus today was to try to finish up all 28 connector blocks in the smith mountain morning greens project. There were a few final brown strips that I needed to cut from scraps in order to complete the two brown 7 5/5 side strips before being able to press and move to the greens. Smith mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars. This pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii which may be purchased from my. Here is Bonnie Hunter’s bowtie pattern done with Kona Snow as the background. The cheddar one is coming along fine too. How many quilts do I have going right now? Cheddar bowtie L amp E, Kona Snow bowtie L amp E. A Face book mystery all in batiks ready for assembly. Smith Mountain morning still assembling units. Jamestown landing all string blocks. Smith Mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars. What is your favorite pattern when using scraps? Welcome to the quilting board. Already a member where do I locate Smith Mountain morning pattern by Bonnie Hunter? It is gorgeous and our son lives in VA near the blue mountains. This morning I watched a Missouri Star quilt co video showing how to make a scrappy crazy patch block that, scenes from our Smith Mountain morning workshop with the Evening Star and Birmingham quilters of Alabama and friends pattern found in
my book scraps amp shirttails ii signed copies are available, bonnie hunter pattern smith mountain morning 2 more borders to go nice color combination bonnie hunter pattern smith mountain morning 2 more borders to go visit discover ideas about scrappy quilts discover ideas about scrappy quilts nice color combination bonnie hunter pattern smith mountain morning 2 more borders to go, smith mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars this pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii this is a book required class additional info required book 20, smith mountain morning is a great project i finished one in blues and browns maybe last summer such a pretty quilt really similar to last year s mystery too i think 4 hours so far great progress it will be fun to see how long this one takes enjoy july 2 2015 at 12 13 pm, my second starstruck quilt pattern on bonnie hunter s quiltville site shown with ever present dog on it smith mountain morning by bonnie hunter carol k webb sewing creations bonnie k hunter on instagram some evening talkin turkey love from dorothy who writes thanks bonnie for a great pattern remember all my ugly 80 s and 90 s, our group was lucky to get in to pipestem for the weekend i think fayette county where hawk s nest is was hit pretty hard by the snow from monster storm sandy here in charleston we did get some snow on the ground but it rained all day and by the next morning the snow was gone we are supposed to have better weather for the next few days, smith mountain morning owner christi bentley machine pieced by christi
Bentley and machine quilted by Pam Romine. I participated in the Bonnie Hunter workshop sponsored by Stitch by Stitch Quilt Guild. This is one of my favorite quilts. Doctors visits, medical tests, husband's surgery, and a two week long cold have all conspired to keep me from updating. I have managed to get a bit of quilting done. Smith Mountain is a pattern by Bonnie Hunter. I made the top in July 2014. This was a great quilt to piece, and I enjoyed quilting it as well. This beautiful pattern called Flurry was designed by Colette Belt. I purchased the pattern and fabric from an amazing little shop in Franklin, TN, the Quilting Squares quilt shop. It was definitely worth the short drive from Nashville. If you ever visit the area, friendly staff with unique fabric and kits, Quiltville Smith Mountain Pattern, Quiltville Smith Mountain Pattern visit, discover ideas about flag quilt. Visit, discover ideas about flag quilt. My Smith Mountain Morning quilt top is finally done. My motivation got lost somewhere in the middle of all those border pieces. Actually, I think it was the strip that fits between the top and the border after sewing on the 2 inner borders. That was called for. I just could not get my pieced sections to fit. Judy L at Patchwork Times is hosting the 2019 UFO Challenge. I did remarkably well in 2018. I finished 8 and moved forward on 2 others. So I am going to continue my UFO busting in 2019. It's always a bit intimidating for me when I start listing my UFOs. I have a lot of them, so I just started making a list until I had more than 12 to choose from. Bonnie Hunter's Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Eco Tote
from dymocks online bookstore general merchandise
by, here is cathy k s smith mountain morning quilt
cathy and i took this class from bonnie hunter in
peoria last october below is the project that is
close to cathy k s heart her daughter lost their
home in the washington il tornado last november
these are the blocks that the washington il quilt
guild are making, may 30th 2018 smith mountain
morning quilt pattern fly away quilt pattern use
up those scraps suzy quilts the fly away quilt
design is a classic heirloom quilt pattern with a
modern asymmetrical twist use scraps or smith
mountain morning quilt pattern ehosch de, smith
mountain morning is gorgeous even with the rust
color when i was first introduced to batiks i wasn't
drawn to them now i love them this quilt is
beautiful i understand the matching temptation i
deal with that in scrap quilts too you seem to be
doing well the outcome looks great september 29
2011 at 10 29 am, my quilt may not be as bright as
hers unless i use more brights than darks i am not
in a hurry to get this one made i am going to hawk
s nest next weekend for classes with bonnie hunter
herself she will be teaching her smith mountain
morning quilt which i have already chosen my
fabrics and cut some strips, discover and save
your own pins on pinterest smith mountain morning
by bonnie hunter visit star quilt blocks strip
quilts blue quilts scrappy quilts hunters star
quilt american quilt easy quilt patterns bonnie
hunter quilt of valor more information saved by
sherrie hall baker 540, smith mountain morning is
a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or
fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and
cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated
to complete the design between the stars this
pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii which may be purchased from my, we had a great time with bonnie hunter in her smith mountain morning class on saturday her infectious enthusiasm had us all laughing all day i even got some blocks finished of creating a quilt from a photo the class was taught by annette kennedy from colorado and her quilts were incredible below is a photo of one of her beautiful, free quilt patterns website riley blake designs textile company laundry basket quilts artist quilt in a day and eleanor burns product service american patchwork amp quilting smith mountain morning and through the afternoon quiltville blogspot com smith mountain morning and through the afternoon, explore sara parnell s board quilts smith mountain morning on pinterest see more ideas about bonnie hunter star quilts and quilt pattern discover recipes home ideas style inspiration and other ideas to try bonnie hunter quilt smith mountain morning pattern see more, smith mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars this pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii which may be purchased from my website at quiltville com students, smith mountain morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or fight variation in two colorways and a chimney and cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars this pattern is found in my book scraps amp shirttails ii which may be purchased from my website at quiltville com students, smith mountain morning quilt pattern pdf free download here smith
I'm almost done with my Smith Mountain Morning quilt from Phillips for volunteering to do the 2016 RAF E quilt. I've seen the pattern and fabric and it will be